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Welcome to
our world of
connections
Hello everyone, and a warm welcome to the fourth edition of
our MTC Connect Magazine. It has been a tough year, and as
the world struggles under the pandemic’s firm grip, we are all
looking for better ways to stay connected. In this edition, we
are happy to present the latest technology trends and ways to
help you stay connected.
Winter has come and gone, and most importantly, 2020 is
drawing to an end. Most of us are looking forward to saying
goodbye to a year that has been both unusual and unexpected.
With that said, we welcome a long-awaited Festive Season.
Covid-19 has left just about everyone yearning for a better
tomorrow. This issue focuses on leveraging technology to
remain connected in a world that seems to have leaped
forward into the future. Economies have been affected,
how we do everyday things is changing and technology is
at its center. More people are working, studying, and even
socialising via computer or phone; and MTC has to innovate in
order to support that.
To help you stay connected, we’ve looked at offering products
that will give you the means to stay connected. Products
such as Spectra Internet for the home and business, Sim
Swop campaign, Multiple Aweh, Tik-Tok, DStv and Showmax
streaming bundles, aim to offer you better connectivity while
helping you stay entertained.
And with that said, read, relax, rejuvenate and enjoy our
Summer Edition.

Janet Kapenda
Brand Executive: Marketing
Mobile Telecommunications Ltd

MTC Connect Magazine is a publication of the Mobile Telecommunications Company.
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mtc.com.na
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The rise of
the E-office:

How to
effectively
work remotely

T

he global coronavirus pandemic
has caused a surge in people
having to work from home. But

even before COVID-19 an increasing
number of people have been
experiencing a shift within various
industries towards working outside of
the conventional office space.
Thanks to advancing technologies like
Zoom, Teams, Skype, FaceTime, Google
Meet, authenticator apps, and cloud
computing, it’s no longer necessary
to be in an office full-time to be a
productive member of the team.
Whether you’re working remotely on
a rotational schedule or full-time, it’s
important to ensure that you are set
up to be productive. This includes
having a designated workspace with
the right technology; ways of dealing
with kids, pets, and other potential
10
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disruptions; and a schedule that allows

video conferencing, Microsoft

Spectra agent on 90 111 toll free,

for the social contact and stimulation

Teams for group chats or Slack

for advice on the fastest and most

that ordinarily comes from being in

for project management? These

affordable internet data package for

a workspace with others. Here are

various technologies work best

you and your household.

strategies and tips to be successful as a

with a coordinated effort between

remote worker.

yourself, your coworkers and

Minimise distractions

clients on when and where in the

If you have a barking dog or the kids

digital boardroom.

running around, considering getting

Know the ground rules
Does your employer require an eight-

noise-cancellation headphones, such

to-five schedule, or is there flexibility?

Get the internet speed you need

as Apple’s AirPod Pros or similar.

Whether you’re employed, freelancing

With your household members

It is important to establish a work

or consulting, it is important to have

home more often due to COVID-19

schedule to help with when to step

ground rules setup that ensure you are

precautions, their video calling,

away from the computer in order to

able to meet the demands of both the

gaming and streaming may slow

complete other responsibilities and to

workspace and home-space. Further,

your connection and download

communicate these offline moments

it is important to establish which tech

speeds. This is why it is important

with your team.

tools you require, such as Zoom for

to contact your dedicated MTC

MIGRATE NOW

4
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Time is running out, migrate to the new
NamPost SmartCard with expanded
capabilities by March 19th, 2021.

SMARTCARD

To migrate, visit your nearest Post
Office with the following:
●
●
●
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MONTHS

Your ID
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Proof of Residence
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Please take these precautions against
COVID-19 when visiting your Post Oﬃce:

LEFT

2m
Wear a mask

Financial Services
Tel: 08000 10999 (Toll-free)
Fax: +264 [0] 61 235 526
Email: banking@nampost.com.na

Sanitize

Keep Social Distance

www.nampost.com.na
We
Deliver
More.
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Telcos have a huge
role to play in

Navigating the
COVID-19 pandemic
W
hile the term “social distancing” has, unfortunately,

become the phrase of 2020, the important distinction is

distancing ourselves physically from others by remaining

socially connected through virtual means. This is proving to be critical

for our safety, sanity and our best attempts to keep the global economy
moving. Mobile Network Operators (MNO), particularly MTC as the
nation’s leading telco, are providing the critical infrastructure that
enables social connectivity in a physically distancing world.
There are three key ways in which MNOs will help the world navigate
this crisis:
Keeping People Connected
MNOs will have no problem doing the obvious here, keeping the
networks up and running on a day-to-day. Ensuring that consumers are
able to keep their accounts active and provide quality service online is
a bigger challenge. This is especially the case in developing markets,
where the vast majority of consumers are on prepaid plans and top-ups
mostly occur through in-person cash transactions.
Most telcos see airtime lending as a way to earn value added service
revenues from those in a pinch. But when virtually everyone is in a
pinch, this channel can be used at scale to keep people connected and
prepaid revenues flowing. Today, many operators are discussing how
they can lower fees and increase loan amounts, so consumers can stay
connected longer, and more affordably.
12
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MNOs are and will continue to deliver essential services to
consumers, in addition to all the people that are doing amazing
things to fight this pandemic.

Keeping Money Moving

your grandmother, or being able to get

Just as digital payment channels

money from your government, mobile

enable people to top-up their

phones can help keep us healthy and

accounts, mobile money has the ability

sane.

to play a huge role in the crisis. When
money can pass through digital means

Lastly, telcos can be the platform for

it can keep people at home, or at least

messaging to masses of people with

at a safe 2 meter distance, to complete

public health updates, from local or

transactions. Telcos across Africa are

national governments that ensure

slashing mobile money transaction

people are following public safety

fees to move people away from cash

guidelines. The ability to reach people

during the crisis.

on a wide and individual basis is critical
to ensure accurate information reaches

In order to help citizens get through

the public. An example of this is the

the crisis as well as stimulate

partnership between MTC and Ministry

economies, many countries are

of Health and Social Services to ensure

starting to disburse money directly

the public receives factual and timely

to people. Mobile money can play a

information nationwide.

significant role as a channel for digital
disbursement of money, keeping

Nobody knows when exactly this

people at home while ensuring they

crisis will end; when we can resume

have the money they need to get by.

(somewhat) normal lives, and when we
can definitely say that we have beaten

Maintaining Public Health

COVID-19. Until we begin to stem the

The most important thing we can do

tide, MNOs are and will continue to

is to keep people from getting sick

deliver essential services to consumers.

in the first place, and telcos have

In addition to all the people that are

the ability to help us maintain our

doing amazing things to fight this

‘normal’ lives while doing so through

pandemic, I hope we’ll all look back at

safer digital channels. Whether it’s

the work that MNOs have done to help

messaging with friends, video calling

us emerge on the other side.
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#4Gspeeds

MOVE UP
TO 4G!
Upgrade your 2G SIM to a 4G SIM
to enjoy better call quality, faster
internet access and to
GET 3GB OF FREE DATA.

Visit your nearest Mobile Home and
selected Dealers for your free upgrade.

DIAL 13000
TOLL FREE

TO ENQUIRE ABOUT
PARTICIPATING DEALERS.

Oﬀer only valid from 15th September 2020 - 15th December 2020
Ts & Cs apply
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Launch Space:

MyMTC App
I

n times like these it’s never been more important
to stay connected digitally. We’re demanding
faster access to the products and services we

need to get things done and with no hassle. MTC has
launched the new and improved MyMTC app.
With a super sleek look and an elegant design, the
new MyMTC app draws your attention. Designed
with the user in mind, it is easy to navigate
throughout the various products and services on
offer, now conveniently in one place.
There’s so much more that can be done with the app,
for instance you can check your transaction history
E Voucher

so you can keep tabs on how much you’re spending
on data and voice. This is useful when you’re using
the Package Builder feature to customise and fine
tune the deals that best suit your needs.
The app is now available for download on the
App Store, Play Store and Huawei App Gallery so
download today and connect simpler, faster and
better than ever before!
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STAND A CHANCE
TO

WIN A
SMARTPHONE
Download the

App
take a screenshot, upload onto
Facebook using #MyMTC
Ts & Cs Apply
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The new normal:

Waving goodbye to the
old handshake
Alternatives to
the traditional
greeting in the
Covid-era are
on the rise.

T

he time-honoured handshake

It was awkward at first as we

spreads goodwill amongst

scrambled to find ways of establishing

colleagues, partners and

that friendly human connection. But

acquaintances. It’s human interaction

as time goes by, we are finding our

that shows respect and breaks down

rhythm through old and new forms

walls. But the handshake also spreads

of greeting. Here are some of the

germs.

ways we are replacing the traditional
handshake:

As a result, the World Health
Organization, in its set of guidelines,

The elbow bump

advised that people refrain from

A popular greeting to re-emerge

shaking hands and general close-

during the coronavirus pandemic is the

contact in order to prevent the spread

elbow bump. As the name suggests,

of Covid-19.

it’s an informal greeting where two
18
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people touch elbows. Interest in the

The hand on heart

greeting surfaced during the avian

A pandemic like this can really bring us to our humanity. The hand on heart is the

flu scare of 2006, the 2009 swine

most hygienic as it keeps social-distance, but more importantly, it’s also a sign of

flu pandemic, Ebola of 2014 and the

respect and endearment.

Covid-era we find ourselves in. It has
become the most common greeting as

In a time when social-distance is the only way to bring us closer, the human

health officials early on supported its

connection remains strong. It’s the sound of laughter on a masked face. The glint

use as an alternative to handshaking.

of endearment in our eyes. And the greetings, varied as they are, let us know that
we are not alone and we can continue to make.

The fist bump
Some health officials have advised

#StrongerConnections.

against the elbow bump because of its
contradiction. On the one hand people
are advised to refrain from coughing
on their hands but rather their inner
elbow. And on the other hand, we are
told to bump the outside of the same
region.
For this reason, some people have
reverted back to the fist bump.
Popularised in sports and Hip-Hop
culture, the fist bump still holds its
symbol of ‘brotherly love’. So long as
www.frreepik.com

you reserve coughing for the elbow,
the fist bump provides a more hygienic
alternative than the elbow bump.
19

‘No mask,
no entry’
The changing face of fashion.

P

rior to 2020, the mask seemed exclusive to health
professionals and people living in areas of high-level
air pollution. Today, it is a necessity for curbing the

spread of coronavirus.
Although our facial expressions are hidden behind it,
the mask is evolving to allow for self-expression while
maintaining its essential role.

The general public is mandated to wear a mask in public.
This sudden necessity had people scrambling for anything
by definition to be used as a mask. In the early days, many
used scarfs, cloths, t-shirts and many other quick solutions.
Over time, as we became accustomed to the “No mask, no
entry” rule that was introduced in almost all establishments,
the public began to demand a more refined design. The
www.totallythebomb.com

mask required two layers of thickness to be effective,
lightweight, reusable and when possible – suit our style of
fashion.
20
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Entrepreneurs scrambled to gain niche shares of the market.

For businesses, masks were practically walking billboards,

Many saw an opportunity to further the African traditional

an opportunity for brands to connect with the general

fabric trend. Others were inspired by pop-culture imagery

public. But most of all, the mask became a symbol of social

and couture. The mask had become the hottest fashion

resistance against the spread of Covid-19 through the many

accessory of 2020.

Corporate Social Responsibility initiatives that came about

www.namibiansun.com

to support communities.

Today, the mask represents a new way to express ourselves.
It’s a way of saying to the world “You might not see my
smile, but here are my colours, my patterns, my form –
they are symbols of who I am and my responsibility to
myself and those around me.”
21

Life without Aweh is just N'je. That's why
we're giving you an Aweh package for free
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FREE
Minutes

the extent to which people have been uniting
around the pandemic and seeking new solutions
offers optimism in facing the new normal
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A pandemic of innovation:

Solutions for post
Covid-19 living
In the midst of
great uncertainty
people are finding
ingenious solutions
to ground us in the
new normal.

C

ovid-19 will probably go down in history not
only as a large health and economic crisis but
also as a driver for digitalization and innovation

in fields ranging from healthcare to manufacturing.
Believe it or not, a crisis like this creates a far more
stimulating environment for change than economically
stable times. And the extent to which people have
been uniting around the pandemic and seeking new
solutions are a vivid manifestation of this. While
startups were trying to find their place under the sun
amidst the Corona-ridden world, incumbents were also
exploring new windows of opportunities.
For this article we have handpicked some of the most
interesting innovative solutions developed by startups
as a response to the pandemic, illustrating the power
of innovation especially in times of uncertainty and
ambiguity.

25

A snood mask with an antiviral coating by Virustatic Shield:
As usage of masks is becoming the new normal, Virustatic
Shield created this easy-to-wear, light and breathable face
mask. Owing to a special combination of coating and base
material, the mask becomes an antiviral, multi-functional
protective snood. According to lab test results, it prevents
airborne influenza viruses.
Corona-Warn app by the German Federal Government:
An app tracking whether we had any contact with an
infected person. The technical backbone was created in
cooperation with Apple and Google. With the highest levels
of data protection, Corona-Warn uses Bluetooth to assess
whether phone users have moved closer to each other, so
www.survitecgroup.com

that if someone you have been close to in the past days
tests positive, you get a push message about the infected

www.apnews.com

person.

Fitbit Flow by Fitbit:
A low-cost and easy-to-use emergency ventilator developed
as a response to the challenges faced by the medical
industry in the midst of the COVID-19 crisis. It is designed
www.businesswire.com

in an intuitive and user-friendly way thus reducing the
strain on staff who are typically responsible for operating a
traditional ventilator.
26
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Kisomo Smartlearn:
The first video-based digital learning app with local content
for East African children who cannot visit schools due to
the pandemic. This service enables kids to self-study by
providing locally relevant and online curated educational
content. To enhance the learning experience even further,
all of the content is produced with the latest visualisation
(HD Videos, 3D/2D Animations) and audio technologies.
Hand washing fact checker:
PathSpot is a scanner that fact checks one’s hand washing
efficiency. An individual comes to the hand hygiene
machine, places his or her hands in it and sees the
immediate feedback on the screen. This product enables
www.techcrunch.com

teams to keep track of the quality of handwashing and
encourage its improvements. This is especially relevant for
restaurant and hotel business.
27

PURCHASE

8

from as low as

N$

FREE DATA
once 50% of
the e-learning
bundle is used

MIDNIGHT
OIL DATA
between
1h00 – 5h00

Catch up on your UNAM, NUST, IUM lectures, classes and assignments
from anywhere with our e-learning subscriptions.
Get your learning on, purchase now.
Midnight Oil 2GB

1GB N$8

Midnight Oil 10GB

2GBN$15

Midnight Oil 25GB

5GBN$30
TikTok Bundle included

* Validity period is 7 days. Purchase between 29 September to 27th November 2020
to double your e-learning data.
th

Ts & Cs Apply
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#GetThere with the connection that keeps you learning
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Holiday in
Covid times

T

ravelling during a pandemic

transmission rate of your destination

avoiding crowds and maintaining

requires a lot of planning,

area and consider your ability to self-

2-meter distance between yourself

patience and perseverance in

isolate if necessary while you are away.

and others is achievable. For instance,

order to navigate rules around the

Finally, consider if a self-quarantine is

social distancing is much harder at a

New Normal. But once tests come

required when you return home, which

festival or house party than it is with

out negative, bags are packed and

could further extend your leave time.

a smaller gathering in a larger space,

quarantine is done, it is possible to get

preferably outdoors. A destination that

some much needed rest and relaxation

Travel smart

offers plenty of outdoor space and

in a new environment.

Reducing your risk of transmission

activities may serve for a safer holiday

Here are some of the many tips

starts with the decisions you make

trip.

travellers should consider when

while booking your flight. Try best

planning to travel in times such as

to avoid layovers and transit flights

It is important to keep up-to-date with

these.

where possible. If you are to spend

the latest travel guides from the World

time in transit, either on board or

Health Organisation and Ministry of

Quarantine on holiday

in the terminal, be sure to maintain

Health and Social Services. And with

Before you decide to book your

your social distance with a mask on

the right information, strict adherence

holiday, make sure to check the

at all times that you are around other

to guidelines and restrictions, it’s

restrictions for your destination. Many

travellers.

possible to have a fun and memorable

places require self-quarantine for new

holiday.

visitors or even returning residents,

What to do while you’re there?

and the rules are changing on a regular

Wherever you choose to go this

basis. It’s worth investigating the

holiday, you’ll want to be sure that
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Informal
traders
going
digital

The platform which was launched in

of customers was limited and we came

May aims to leverage technology to

up with the proposal that digital tools

urvival for informal traders has

connect small and informal market

could provide assistance in reaching

been really difficult and most

vendors to a wider customer base

more customers. As such, we piloted

have had to make adjustments

using an online delivery system where

the initiative to ensure that informal

to bear the hardships brought about

fruit and vegetable vendors can sell

traders do not lose more income,”

by the COVID-19 pandemic. As markets

their goods through an E-commerce

Mwedihanga said.

shift to online as a means of adhering

platform.

S

to social distance regulations, informal

As the saying goes, necessity is the

traders are having to find new ways to

According to the founder of the

mother of invention, and the pandemic

connect with customers in ways that

platform Jerobeam Mwedihanga in

continues to shift and disrupt the way

are safe, effective and profitable.

a previous interview, the initiative

businesses across all levels remain

targets specifically but not limited to,

relevant. The shift towards a digital

Namibia, under a United Nations

those that provide essential goods so

market place for a segment that before

Development Programme initiative,

as to limit the movement of people

Covid-19 seemed to be lagging in

has partnered with a local online shop

during COVID-19.

innovation has now been forced into

to provide informal traders with a

a new gear, which may prove to bring

digital commercial platform to reach

“Due to the limited movement of

long-term advancements in conducting

more clients.

people during the lockdown, the flow

business as informal traders.
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How to make
extra money online
With job security at an all-time low, the internet provides
opportunities to put extra money on the table.

O

ften when people search for online jobs, they are

Rather than applying for a job posted by a business, Fiverr

met with a narrow list of job opportunities that

puts freelancers in the control seat by allowing users to post

often do not align with the individual’s skillset.

the job that they can do and the price of doing the work,

Another major issue has to do with remuneration as the

which clients can bid for.

general platforms lack the digital infrustructure to transfer
payments on time, if at all.

It is free to subscribe and with its robust legal payment plan,
the agreement and fee structure is made super clear.

There are some platforms that have made incredible strides
to streamline freelancers with reputable businesses. Two

Upwork

that stand in the midst of the current pandemic are Fiverr

Similar to Fiverr, Upwork has gained a reputation for its

and Upwork.

ability to link freelancer to prospective jobs and maintaining
the relationship between the two. Upwork goes the extra
mile in that its network of clients ranges wider to include

www.websiteplanet.com

engineering, finance and law to name a few.

Fiverr
One of the largest digital marketplaces, Fiverr has a vast
network that is able to link freelancers, predominantly in the
creative field, with clients all around the world.

freelancermasterclass.com
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Home

INTERNET
SO FAST
YOU’LL NEVER
MISS AN EPISODE.
HELLO SPECTRA
Experience faster uploads and downloads from the
comfort of your home. Enjoy speeds from 10Mbps
to 100Mbps UNLIMITED.
For more information contact us on spectra@mtc.com.na
or call Toll Free: 90 11or visit any MTC MobileHome.

Ts & Cs apply.

mtc.com.na

Sign up now

from

N$779
PM

Back of Book
Quotes from people spending more
time at home during the pandemic.
We are all doing chores from
sweeping to washing clothes which
in a way has brought us closer.
You definitely understand your family better
after the lockdown. you know much more about
them and how they think. You are also more
welcoming to their ideas and thoughts and
naturally tend to get a little less bothered by
things you might have otherwise.

Deon

Now that I’m home most of the
time, I’m spending more time
bonding with my pets.
Sammy

Gabby

Now that we are all eating together, we are also
talking to our families much more. We are talking
about our day, how we are feeling and how we are
coping with the pandemic.

We spent our childhood playing board games. And
due to staying home more, board games are back!
Be it physically playing the game with our families
or virtually with our friends, we are enjoying our
childhood again.

Tuwilika

Family units have become closer
than ever during this tough time.

Monde

I can’t remember the last time I had an actual
hobby. Working in the garage has helped me take
care of my mental health.
Jaco
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Get the

Play
Tokens
for the

streamer in you

Let your kids watch amazing cartoons
and animations on the Showmax App
for as low as N$9.

Dial *682#

and follow the prompts

Download the Showmax App here:

Promotions valid from 5 November 2020 to 2 February 2021.

mtc.com.na

Ts & Cs apply

Cash deals

We have the hottest phone
specials. Get the deal that
suits your vibe today.
#GetThere with MTC

GET FREE

HUAWEI HIGH
QUALITY WATER
BOTTLE & CAP

GET FREE

HUAWEI GIFT SET
(CANVAS BAG,
THERMAL BOTTLE
& DATA CABLE)

Samsung Galaxy A3 Core

N$

Nokia 3.4

1,749

N$

3,269

Huawei Y8s

Huawei Y7p

N$

4,129

N$

4,499

Huawei P40 Lite 6GB RAM

N$

6,899

5

iPhone 7 32GB

N$

6,999

iPhone SE 128GB

N$

While stocks last. Ts & Cs apply.

mtc.com.na

11,499

iPhone 11 128GB

N$

16,499

Vouchers to
the value of:

Vouchers to
the value of:

N$265

N$265

Samsung Galaxy Note 20

N$

5

21,999

Samsung Galaxy Note 20 Ultra

N$

31,999

